
Dear Member,

Yours, Christine Jardine MP

(You can call me CJ!)

The job of the President is huge, but simple. It’s to be the spokesperson for the members of the Party,

internally and externally.

As a former journalist I know how to research an issue, gather opinions and then communicate a view.

With my status and experience as an MP, I will be able to represent the Party and members whether

it’s on Question Time, a local party dinner, or speaking at a huge public rally.

Inside the Party, I already serve on the Federal Board and I’m on good terms with our many SAO’s,

AO’s, committees and campaign groups. I’m on excellent terms with our staff in our London HQ and

our Edinburgh HQ as well.

Being an MP will also be helpful when, inevitably, the Leader needs a quiet reminder to take account

of members’ views. I can also assure you that I am very comfortable disagreeing with colleagues, so if

a more formal word is needed I will make sure that concern is heard.

This Presidential manifesto is not going to be full of ideas for the immediate reform of the party. With

a calamitous Brexit fiasco and collapsing government, it would be wrong for our focus to be internal.

Imperfect as our party systems can be, the country needs the Liberal Democrats to reach out

now. This is no time for indulging in restructures and reviews.

As your President I will play my part by leading on engaging our new members and encouraging more

to join us. I particularly want to help improve our representation of diverse groups. Lord Alderdice

conducted a review of the Party and challenged us to be far more inclusive - particularly toward

BaME communities. I will continue that work with all my fellow diversity campaigners in the Party.

The next President’s most important job is to represent you, the members. I will take that seriously, I

will be open to listen to any member who wants to share their concerns or ideas. You can trust that I

will then take those concerns to every meeting.

� MP for Edinburgh West since
2017, winning against an
aggressive SNP campaign

� Currently sits on Federal Board
representing the Parliamentary
Party

� Former member of the Scottish
Party Executive

� Former journalist for BBC and
Press Association

� University Lecturer in journalism

� Spokesperson for Home Affairs,
Women and Equalities

� Relaxes by playing guitar and
watching The Great British Bake
Off (but misses Mary!)



www.cj4president.org Email: Christine@cj4president.org
Facebook: Search for the group “CJ for Lib Dem President”

Twitter: @cajardinemp

Alex Cole-Hamilton MSP says: “CJ is my friend

and my Parliamentary colleague in West

Edinburgh. She has media cut through and

massive name recognition. She’ll make a great

President for our Party.”

Status and authority

We need a President who is recognised by the media and taken seriously as
our most senior spokesperson beside the Leader. As an MP, CJ has clear
authority to speak as our representative of the Party.

As a former BBC and Press Association journalist and popular media guest,
CJ will also help to increase the number of Lib Dems on TV and radio. The
media will interview her as President, when they would overlook someone
who was unknown to the public.

Ensuring we deliver on diversity

One of the biggest challenges for the Party is to ensure that as we grow into
a movement, we become more inclusive, diverse and representative.

As the Women and Equalities spokesperson for the Party, CJ has excellent
relationships with our diversity groups inside the Party and has built valuable
links with outside groups we can learn from.  We cannot retreat back to
what’s comfortable and easy – we must represent the country if we want to
govern it.

Winning the General Election (and every other election!)

CJ built an amazing team in Edinburgh that helped her to win her
Parliamentary seat. She was targeted by one of the most outrageously
aggressive SNP campaigns ever seen – and she still won. She knows exactly
what it takes to win, and how to build the teams to do it.

As President, CJ will use her first hand knowledge to make our
communication with all campaigners in the Party more effective and
immediate. She will also work with HQ teams and committees to make
resources available more quickly to campaigners at all levels, and to ensure
the strategy for how we win is delivered effectively.

We have sent 16 outstanding MEPs
to Brussels. We have recruited
thousands of members. Now we
need to use our power to deliver on
our ambitions and values.

As President, I will harness the
energy and skills of our new
members and weave them into our
fabulous local campaign teams.

Stopping Brexit must be the first
priority, but then we need to
sustain our growth. We need to
then tackle the causes of Brexit.

We must offer real, liberal
alternatives to the tired Conservative,
Labour, nationalist rhetoric. We need
to develop exciting, ambitious
policies to tackle poverty,
homelessness and the environment.

We need to acknowledge that our
NHS is struggling and come up with
practical solutions for those in need.

I want our Party to be at the
cutting edge of policy, campaign
techniques and digital media. But
it won’t be me doing all that - it’s
not the President’s job!

As your President I will engage with
our staff, our volunteers, candidates
and committees to get what we need
to deliver our ultimate goal.

A Lib Dem government,
delivering for Britain.

Shaffaq Mohammed MEP says: “Christine is

exactly the President we need right now. She is

a great communicator and will get our message

across. As a local group Leader and now an

MEP, there’s nothing more important for us

than communicating and she’ll do that.”

3 key reasons to vote CJ
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l CJ with Lib Dem MEP Luisa Porritt

Stopping Brexit AND
the causes of Brexit


